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WOW SERIES SPONSORSHIP :

SUSTAINABLE SUMMER

AT A GLANCE
Challenges
60% of Millennials identify as
entreprenuers and are increasingly
engaging in solving public
problems
Millennial & Gen Z consumers are
eager and more likely to spend
their dollars supporting
sustainable brands, especially
those referred to them
Sustainable brands need intimate
brand visibility among consumers
to stand out among competitors

Pricing
To be discussed
10% investment donated back to
WOW non-profit in our network

I haven't been to an event this
well-planned and executed
since Davos. It was an honor to
serve as a panelist.
Founder
The Feminist Institute

“I did not know how much I needed
events like The WOW Speaker Series in
my life until I attended the Current
Feminist Figures event. They are so
inspiring! I will be at more!”

OBJECTIVES
Create a series of conversations around building, buying, and creating a
sustainable world by featuring the next generation of social impact brands
on the rise who are shaping a better future. By hosting a series of
interviews and an event we will bring together a community that connects
directly connects consumers to these brands, gives visibility and brand
awareness, and provides mentorship to social impact entrepreneurs and
side hustlers.

SOLUTIONS
The WOW Series curates events that feature global female thought leaders
to host speakers and attendees from around the world to discuss
entrepreneurship, social impact, representation, and sport & wellness and
provide mentorship for the next-gen.
The WOW Series will co-curate an event with a sponsor to host guests from
around the world that provided a space for discussion and mentorship
from entrepreneurs, consumers, and corporate leaders that break down
what sustainability means, how to buy sustainably as a consumer, and how
to build a sustainable brand as an entrepreneur. The partner panelist will
share her/their expertise on how women can become empowered in their
financial journey to scale their businesses and financial wellness, in return
helping to break down barriers women face in starting to invest and
practice wealth management. The partner will receive direct-to-consumer
brand exposure at our event and programming for current clients along
with a produced interview

BENEFITS
Strategic Event Programming
We prepare all pre - during - and post-event needs so all the sponsor
needs to do is show up. We create all the event materials, moderate
the panel, and prepare the panel questions in advance.

Strategic Content Creation
We film an interview with the sponsor panelist that discusses their personal
story including their career challenges and advice for the next-gen that is
hosted on Youtube and our Podcast. We also create all of the event and
social media promotional assets. The sponsor has the opportunity to have
"commercials" in related interviews as well.

Paralegal

Direct Connections to WOW Speakers and Attendees

Bernstein, Litowitz, Berger &

We connect the speakers directly before the event to build relationships
among panelists and open the door to collaborations. At the end of the
event, we host an intimate networking session to continue to build these
relationships. Attendee emails are provided upon request.

Grossmann LLP

